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welcome to
copenhagen
Dear guest,
We welcome you to Copenhagen.
When Summer turns to Fall, Copenhagen changes its colors
from green and blue to all kinds of red and orange. The sunfilled days are great for walks around the city and trips out in
the neighbouring areas and cities, while the colder days call for
exploring the city’s world-class museums and ever-booming
Nordic culinary scene.
In this edition of CURATOR you will find experiences for the
urban explorer, for the art aficionado and for the entire family. Dive into Copenhagen’s diverse art scene with museum
director Mikkel Bogh from SMK – Statens Museum for Kunst
(The National Gallery of Denmark), or go north to the string
of picturesque old fishermen’s villages on the North coast. We
also guide you to extraordinary culinary experiences and encourage you to go out searching for signs of one of Denmark’s
most well-known kings, King Christian IV.
CURATOR is your guide to explore the many attractions and
museums in and around the capital of Denmark. We strive to
provide you with inside knowledge on what to see and where
to go, as we guide you to top art exhibitions, the best restaurants, royal treasures, green oasis’ and the most exquisite museums of the city.
We wish you a wonderful stay!
– Copenhagen Museums and Attractions
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GUIDE: KING CHRISTIAN IV

The king who marked
our city
King Christian IV (1577-1648) is crowned as king of Denmark and Norway as
just nineteen years old after his father King Frederik II. He was a beloved and
colourful monarch, who still lives within the historical awareness of the Danish
people. Today we remember Christian IV as an avid warlord and an ambitious
builder. If you wander around the streets of Copenhagen, you will definitely pass
some of Denmark’s most iconic buildings, built by King Christian IV.
By Cecilie Hoelgaard Christensen

Portrait of King Christian IV (1611-15) by Pieter Isaacsz.
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Frederiksborg Castle.

The king brags with magnificent buildings
Christian IV reigns in the period from 1588 to 1648.
In his first years as king, he travels around the world
by sea. His travels lead him to the magnificent castles
in both England and Italy, which inspires him to build
some of the most iconic buildings in Denmark, still
standing to this present day. Both Børsen (The Old
Stock Exchange), Holmens Kirke (Holmen’s Church)
and the 41,55-meter-high Rundetårn (The Round
Tower) raises in the centre of Copenhagen and are all
decorated with the king’s monogram. In 1606 the king
initiated the construction of Rosenborg Castle. The
castle is known by its high towers and red coloured

brick work, which characterize many of Christian IV’s
buildings. Today, you can visit the castle yourself, as it is
made into a museum. It is just a five-minute walk from
Nørreport station. (www.kongernessamling.dk)
A new neighborhood in Copenhagen
Buildings and castles are not enough for the ambitious renaissance-king. In 1617 Christian IV begins the
construction of a new neighbourhood in Copenhagen,
called Christianshavn. The neighbourhood was first
thought as the home for Dutch immigrants, who
were invited to Denmark to help the Danes become
better farmers. But the area quickly turned into a
garrison or boatman’s village and ended up becoming
a regular g
 rocery and craft town. It was built in the
years after 1618 by the Dutch engineer and architect
Johan Semp and connected to Copenhagen by the
bridge Knippelsbro. Today Christianshavn is an attractiveneighbourhood where historic buildings meet
Copenhagen’s modern Michelin-restaurants, cultural
events and museums. If you are looking for long walks
along the water, Christianshavn’s Canal is the place!
On the way you can visit The North Atlantic House, a
cultural centre offering insight into art and culture
from Iceland, Greenland and the Faroe Islands.
(www.nordatlantens.dk)

The Round Tower.
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Christianshavn Canal.

Frederiksborg Castle and the Baroque Garden
Take the train to Hillerød Station north of Copenhagen,
and you’ll find a true renaissance-gem: a castle built
by Christian IV in the early decades of the 17th century.
In 1560 King Frederik II constructed the first part of
Frederiksborg Slot (Frederiksborg Castle). But between
1600 and 1620, his son, Christian IV demolished the
castle, before building the renaissance castle we know
today. In 1859 a major fire destroyed a large part of the
interior and inner walls, which induced the royal family
to no longer use the castle as a residence. And since
1878 Frederiksborg Castle has housed Nationalhistorisk
Museum (The Museum of National History), which
presents 500 years of Danish history with a collection
of portraits, historical paintings, furniture and applied
art. Walk through the many reconstructed rooms with
authentically creaking floors and imagine how it must
have been in the time of Christian IV. The museum also
presents changing exhibitions featuring the history of
the 20th and 21st centuries. Outside the castle you’ll
find a beautiful Baroque Garden with a view of the lake
and the romantic surroundings – and just five minutes’
walk from the castle you’ll find Hillerød’s charming
shopping street. (www.dnm.dk)
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A war museum for the belligerent king
In 1604 Christian IV’s historic arsenal on Slotsholmen
in the middle of Copenhagen is constructed. It consists
of a harbour, an arms chamber, a provincial house with
bakery and brewery and different kinds of workshops.
The ships from the fleet can sail into the harbour and
be loaded with gunpowder, guns and ropes. Christian
IV also uses the arsenal to store his private collection
of weapons. Today the arsenal is transformed into
Krigsmuseet (The War Museum), where the audience
can explore 500 years of Denmark’s war history: from
the famous battles against Sweden, England and
Germany to today’s international missions in Iraq,
Afghanistan and Libya.
(www.natmus.dk/museer-og-slotte/krigsmuseet/)

The old Stock Exchange.
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COPENHAGENERS
RECOMMEND
Annelise, 62:



“There are many places in Copenhagen I
would like to recommend. The National Gallery of Denmark (SMK), the National Museum
of Denmark and Glyptoteket are all great
museums to visit. There is also Israels Plads,
where you can buy fresh commodity and taste
all kinds of foods in Torvehallerne. Copen
hagen also has some wonderful green oases
such as The Kings Garden and Amaliehaven,
where you can always find a lot of people
hanging out. In the evening, you can go for a
play in The Royal Danish Theatre. If you’re
not familiar with the Danish language, you can
always choose an opera.”

 Lisbeth, 56 and Else, 64:

“When we have visitors from other parts of the
world, we always go for a walk in Christiania to watch
all the self-built houses. Afterwards we walk by the
Opera and maybe grab some food at a food marked
on the way. Sometimes we visit Glyptoteket, which
is an amazing place. If we go outside Copenhagen,
we visit the museum Ordrupgaard in Charlottenborg,
where you can see paintings made by the Danish
painter Vilhelm Hammerhøi (Note: Ordrupgaard is
closed in 2019, red.).”
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 Michelle, 24 and Klara, 25:

“If we go for a day-tour in Copenhagen, we will start at
Vor Frelser Kirke (church) where you can get a view of
Copenhagen’s rooftops from the tower, and then we
would walk through the Freetown Christiania all the way
to Refshaleøen, not far away from inner city. On Refs
haleøen we will go for a relaxing afternoon at the wellness
centre Copenhot, sauna and spa. Here you can rent a boat
with a Jacuzzi in it. Actually, Refshaleøen is a really nice
place to go to if you have some spare hours to kill.”

“The architecture at the
aquarium Den Blå Planet in Kastrup
is something you cannot find
elsewhere”
— CHRISTIAN

 Leon, 61:

“I’m interested in history, so I will
recommend the area around Slotsholmen. Here you will find Christiansborg, the old brewery, the canals and
The War Museum. All places with
lots of history. You get a different
perspective of the city, when you
know what the buildings were used
for back in the old days and who had
their everyday life there. I also think
Amalienborg and Amaliehaven are
some amazing places. It’s really easy
to walk around and most places are
free. If you are looking for something
a little bit more festive, you can
always enjoy a cold beer in Nyhavn.”

13

GUIDE: CHILDREN IN THE CITY

Children in the city
Traveling as a family is wonderful and can create both fun experiences and
long-lasting memories. However, sometimes the smallest guest might not find the
museum exhibitions quite as interesting as their parents do. Hence, we offer you
a guide to activities and museums in Copenhagen that are especially well tailored
for bringing smaller children along.
By Sigrid Kjær-Hansen

Spectacular architecture at Den Blå Planet. © Den Blå Planet. (www.denblaaplanet.dk)
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Children dressing in historical clothes © Arbejdermuseet.
(www.arbejdermuseet.dk)

Create your own art
SMK – Statens Museum for Kunst is the national gallery
of Denmark and displays more than 700 years of art
and art history, but the museum itself is anything but
antiquated. Every weekend SMK opens the door to the
biggest workshop for children in Copenhagen. Kids of
all ages can create art with a great variety of different
materials and even get help from the house artist.
Furthermore, the museum also offers a drawing room
where you can draw sculptures. You can also book a
family guide and get a private tour where the guide will
invite you to see, feel, touch and explore the museum
together. (www.smk.dk)
Under water exploration
SMK – Statens Museum for Kunst
(www.smk.dk)

Den Blå Planet (The Blue Planet) is the biggest aquarium in Northern Europe. Here both big and small can
explore the underwater world with everything from
sharks to sea turtles and otters. And all of this is only
a 12 minutes metro ride from the city centre.
The Blue Planet also has a great café called TANG where
you can all enjoy your lunch with a spectacular view.
The menu focuses of course on sea food but also offers
many other choices. For example, do they have a whole
children’s menu. (www.denblaaplanet.dk)
Travel back in time
What did children do in the past to have fun? Did they
even have toys to play with? At Arbejdermuseet (The
Workers museum) you will be able to find answers to
these questions and many more. The Workers museum
is a culture-historical museum focusing on the labour
15
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The panda Mao Sun
with its favourite dish: bamboo.
© Copenhagen Zoo.
(www.zoo.dk)

Children can play with all kinds of toys at the indoor playground © Blegdamsremisen. (www.kk.dk/artikel/den-indendoers-legeplads-blegdamsremisen)

movement and the trade unions. Here, children can try
sorting bottles at a brewery, writing on a typewriter,
dressings up in historical clothes and exploring an
apartment from the 1930’s. All while they are learning
about the development of industrial work and the cultural heritage of the worker’s movement.
(www.arbejdermuseet.dk/)
Meet the pandas
Copenhagen Zoo is one of Europe’s oldest of its kind.
The Zoo is home to animals from all over the planet
with more than 235 species. The biggest news of 2019
involve some very special guests from China: the two
Giant Pandas Mao Sun and Xing Er. These two are a
state gift from China to the Danish Queen and they
arrived at the Zoo in April of 2019.
The Zoo also offers plenty of alternative ways to
explore the animal kingdom. For example, you can get
a close-up experience with the animals at the petting
zoo. Here, children can get close to goats, ponies, pigs
and cows.
Furthermore, a big safari playground is also provided
for the youngest family members. Here, hours can be
spent playing around and learning about nature with a
great view of the real animals of the savanna. You can

even walk into the old bear cave that has been transformed into a climbing paradise for children!
(www.zoo.dk)
Rain? – no problem
The City of Copenhagen offers some great playgrounds as well. One of these is Blegdamsremisen, an
indoor playground, which means that the playground
is open for fun no matter the weather. Through the
opening hours a professional staff can help facilitate a
variety of activities and games. All children in the ages
0-12 and their parents are very welcome to enjoy the
playground. The main room is filled with all kinds of
fun things to jump, run and play on. Besides the main
room, Blegdamsremisen also feature a number of small
workshops where the young ones can try working with
clay, Lego or perhaps even wood burning.
The playground is usually open from 9am to 4.30pm,
but from 9pm to 12.30 pm the playground is reserved
for the 0-6 year olds. From 12.30 it is open for all ages.
(www.kk.dk/artikel/den-indendoers-legeplads-blegdamsremisen)
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Guide: Go North
At the seaside
Several cities north of Copenhagen offers great museums and
architecture for all ages. Take a daytrip to Helsingør (Elsinore),
Dronningsmølle or Gilleleje and explore the hidden treasures
close to fresh breezes of Øresund.
By Cecilie Hoelgaard Christensen

The sculpture park outside Rudolph Tegner’s Museum © Henrik Sylvest
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The lighthouse at M/S Maritime Museum of Denmark.

A museum for a maritime nation
Take the train from Copenhagen along the coastline to
Helsingør Station (Elsinore Station) where you will find
great places for the entire family. Start at the modern
M/S Maritime Museum of Denmark, where beautiful
architecture meets playful exhibitions. The museum is
designed by the internationally renowned architects
from BIG – Bjarke Ingels Group – and captures the
feeling of being at sea with uneven floors and irregular
angles. The museum offers a fascinating insight into the
Danish role as a leading maritime nation through ages,
focusing on both the major historical lines and the
personal reports. Besides award-winning architecture,
children can go for an adventure in “The Dreamship”.
Help the captain load the ship and keep the course.
Climb all the way up to the bow and watch for sharks
and sea creatures or relax in the sailor’s hammock as
you navigate the stars. The museum is free for all children under eighteen. (www.mfs.dk)
When you are ready to go ashore we recommend
a short walk to Kronborg Slot (Kronborg Castle)
just nearby.
Pet a crab – if you dare!
Elsinore is also the location of the fascinating Øresunds
akvariet (The Øresund Aquarium). The aquarium is a
part of the biological institute at Copenhagen Univer
sity and a great opportunity to learn about the hidden
creatures of the sea. Meet colorful fish, sharks, squids

and giant lobsters and touch a starfish or pet a crab
in one of the inside pools. Every day the staff feeds the
big fish in front of an audience. In the fall you can join
The Øresund Aquarium for a bird-safari to spot the
many birds flying around Oresund.
(www.oresundsakvariet.ku.dk)
Art in beautiful surroundings near
Dronningmølle Station
In 1937-38 the Danish sculptor Rudolph Tegner (18731950) fulfilled his dream of building a museum for his
works. The museum had to be in large dimensions as
several of his works are enormous. Tegner was seen by
many as extremely controversial and for some directly
provocative in his expression. His artistic style was both
grandiose and theatrical with inspiration from the
classic antiquity. Despite the critique of his controversial sculptures, Tegner managed to produce some of
today’s greatest artwork and at this present day the
museum still stands, open for artistic souls to walk
among Tegner’s many giant sculptures. After his dead
in 1950, Rudolph Tegner was buried under the floor
of the museum’s central hall. If you walk outside the
museum, you’ll find the sculpture park with a collection of Tegner’s bronze sculptures placed in the wild
landscape. Take the train from Helsingør Station to
Dronningmølle Station in just 30 minutes.
(www.rudolphtegner.dk)
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The beautiful house
of Munkeruphus.

A museum, a landscape and a view to Sweden
On a landscape ground close to the Oresund coast
lies Munkeruphus, built in 1916 for civil engineer Frederik
Raashou and his family by two young architects Terkel
Hjejle and Niels Rosenkjær. Today Munkeruphus serves
as an exhibition space with a café and a small gift- and
bookshop run by Munkerup Trust. Besides changing
exhibitions and events, Munkeruphus has a five acres
garden with winding paths, great old trees, open lawns
and beautiful views through a gully and down slopes
to the beach. The view from the beach reveals the hills
of Kullen in Sweden, the lighthouse at Nakkehoved and
Hornbæk. If the weather allows it, you can walk along
the beach from Dronningsmølle Station to Munkeruphus.
It will take about 20-30 minutes.
(www.munkeruphus.dk)
Travel back in time in the local village

Gilleleje harbour.
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Take the train a little further to reach Gilleje. From
the station, follow the main street to find a charming
museum showing the life of the old Danish fishing
village. Travel back in time and learn about the fishing
life in the middle ages and the dangerous life at sea.
Explore the history of Gilleleje and walk though
houses from the mid-1800 and authentic summer
cottages from the 1950 and 1960. From April to
October visitors can experience a special exhibition
about the rescue of the Danish Jews in October 1943.
Afterwards, you can enjoy a cake and a coffee in the
garden or walk through the old parts of Gilleleje and
down the harbour.

Kronborg Castle.
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COPENHAGENERS
RECOMMEND
“If you are looking for something
a little bit more festive,
you can always enjoy a cold beer
in Nyhavn”
— LEON

Karin, 60 and Annette, 66:



“We eat our lunch almost every day on this spot next to
Christianshavn’s canal. We both live in the countryside
but work in Copenhagen. If you enjoy the nature, our
advice is to visit Bibliotekshaven at Søren Kierkegaards
Plads between Christiansborg and the Royal Danish
Library or go for a walk along Christianshavn’s Canal
with an amazing view across the water.”

 Stine, 24:

“I have a son, Sebastian, who is one and a half
years old and we like to spend time in the different parks of Copenhagen – especially Søndermarken in Frederiksberg. We do not visit many
museums, as he is still a bit too young, but we
like Copenhagen Zoo. It is a great place for the
entire family and we think it is fun to watch all
the animals there.”

22
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Susanne and Gitte, 63:

“We would recommend a trip
with kanalrundfarten (the harbour
boats). Kanalrundfart is an openair boat ride around the canals of
Copenhagen. It’s lovely to see the
city from the seaside, and it’s so easy
to get around. We love Copenhagen
and often visit the many museums
here.” “One of my family members
once told me to look up when you
travel to a new city. I think that is
good advice. Copenhagen is full of
beautiful buildings and spectacular
architecture and you will never
experience its full beauty, if you only
go shopping and never look up.”

“One of my family members once
told me too look up, when I travel
to a new city.”
— SUSANNE



Christian, 48:

“I work as an engineer, so I am
very interested in architecture.
For example, I think that the architecture at the aquarium Den Blå
Planet in Kastrup is something you
cannot find elsewhere. Otherwise
a church such as Vor Frue Kirke is
also a good example of interesting
and beautiful architecture.”
23
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Food craze in
museum halls
Denmark has a passion for food. With Noma being titled the best restaurant in the
world five times and with the term “New Nordic Cuisine” spreading like a wildfire,
food clearly plays an important role in Danish culture today. This food fascination
has also impacted the museum cafés and restaurants you will come across in
Denmark. Here, we will guide you through some of the exciting food that you can
experience when you are visiting the museums in and around Copenhagen.
By Sigrid Kjær-Hansen

Rungstedlund lies in idyllic surroundings © Kurt Rodahl Hoppe. (www.blixen.dk)
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the weather allows, you are able to enjoy your food on
the rooftop terrace and get even closer to the view!
The café is open for lunch every day and for brunch in
the weekends.
(www.dac.dk/oplev/cafeen/)
Idyllic get-away

Café Knarr only use ingredients known by the Vikings
(www.vikingeskibsmuseet.dk/besoeg/mad-og-drikke/
cafe-knarr/)

Karen Blixen – or perhaps better known by her pseudonym Isak Dinesen – is one of Denmark’s most famous
writers. Her old home in Rungsted has been transfor
med into the museum Rungstedlund which houses a
café in beautiful settings. The coffee shop offers a light
lunch such as delicate smørrebrød (open-faced sandwich) during the week and brunch on Sundays.
Rungsted is a scenic town half an hour by train north
of Copenhagen. The train travels along the seaside and
gives you the opportunity to admire the coast of
Oresund. (www.blixen.dk)
Philosophy and food

Dine with the Vikings
Vikingeskibsmuseet (The Viking Ship Museum) explores
the relationship between the ancient human, the sea
and the ships.
At the Viking Ship Museums café, Knarr, you can
experience ‘New Nordic Viking Food’. At Knarr they
only use ingredients known by the Vikings. The food
will make you travel back in time and not only meet
the Vikings but also join their adventures to foreign
lands and the food culture that they met there.
All while your feet are firmly planted on the ground
with a spectacular view over the see and the boatyard.
Knarr offers breakfast and lunch every day – and
brunch on the weekends.

In the restaurant Søren K, named after Denmark’s most
famous philosopher Søren Kierkegaard, you can enjoy
food amongst spectacular architecture. The restaurant
is placed in the infamous building ‘The Back Diamond’
in which you also find The Royal Library of Denmark.
Located right on the harbour of Copenhagen, the food
is based on seasonal Scandinavian ingredients and can
be enjoyed with a view of the sea. The restaurant is

The Viking Ship Museum is located in the city of
Roskilde, a short train ride from Copenhagen Central
Station. (www.vikingeskibsmuseet.dk/besoeg/
mad-og-drikke/cafe-knarr/)
Lunch on top of Copenhagen harbor
At DAC (the Danish Architecture Center) you can
experience and learn about the world-famous Danish
architecture. Besides being informative, DAC also holds
a great café. Here, you are able to enjoy simple and
elegant Nordic cuisine based on locale ingredients.
DAC is placed in the heart of the harbour of Copen
hagen, providing you a fantastic view of the water to
one side and downtown Copenhagen to the other. If

Besides great lunch and brunch, the DAC Café offers a terrific
view of the harbour. Photo DAC. (dac.dk/oplev/cafeen/)
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open for lunch Monday to Saturday and for dinner
Thursday to Saturday. In relation to your visit at the
restaurant, you should drop by one of the many
interesting art exhibitions on display in the library.
(www.meyersfb.dk/restauranter/sorenk/)
A dinner for conversations
Enigma is a museum about communication set to open
in 2020. Even though the museum technically is not
open yet, it still hosts different pop-up exhibitions and
events. And their café is most certainly already open.
With lunch every day, brunch in the weekend and
dinner on Thursdays the café, Cantina, offers great
quality. Cantina has an innovative take on classical
cooking and focuses on organic ingredients. With long
tables and shareable food the café is encouraging
people to speak with each other, which is very much in
keeping with the whole idea behind the museum.
(https://web.enigma.dk/page/kantina)

Long tables made for communal eating and
talking across the table at Enigma.
(web.enigma.dk/page/kantina)

Restaurant Søren K lies within one of Copenhagen’s most well-known buildings – The Black Diamond.
© Martin Heiberg. (www.meyersfb.dk/restauranter/sorenk/)
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BLOX by the harbour front in Copenhagen. DAC is a part
of BLOX. Photo: Rasmus Hjortshøj
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Louisiana
From the colourful, sensuous dreamscapes of Pipilotti Rist to the visual
shell shock of Lauren Greenfield’s documentary photographs and the ground-
breaking modernism of American painter and poet Marsden Hartley.
These are the three must-see exhibitions of the season at the world-famous
Louisiana Museum of Modern Art.

Pipilotti Rist, Pixelwald (Motherboard), 2016. Installation photo from
Louisiana. Photo: Poul Buchard / Brøndum & Co.
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Marsden Hartley
Marsden Hartley (1877-1943)
is “hailed as America’s first great
modern painter of the 20th
century” and “one of the most
intriguing art historical subjects of
all time”. Presenting 110 paintings,
this exhibition marks the first
major retrospective of his work in
Europe in over 60 years.

Pipilotti Rist
Explore the work of one of the
superstars of international contemporary art. Pipilotti Rist has
transformed the South Wing of
Louisiana into a blast of sensual,
radiantly colourful images and
immersive spaces.

Marsden Hartley, Madawaska – Acadian Light-Heavy,
1940. The Art Institute of Chicago.

Generation Wealth
Photographer and documentarist Lauren
Greenfield casts an eye-opening glance
on the past 25 years of consumer culture,
which changed the world with unhinged
materialism, celebrity culture and undisguised narcissism.

For more information on our
current and upcoming exhibitions
see page 42.
Lauren Greenfield, Jackie, 41, and friends with Versace handbags.
© Lauren Greenfield.
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48 Hours:

Director’s
Cut
An underground exhibition space, lunch in
The King’s Garden and a visit to the Palm House.
Copenhagen offers a huge variety of activities,
no matter if you like contemporary exhibitions,
exploring world history through art, or if you prefer hanging out in urban environments or green
areas. Join Mikkel Bogh, the director of SMK,
for 48 hours in Copenhagen exploring the city’s
diverse offerings of culture, green areas, urban
culture and culinary highlights.

Mikkel Bogh
Mikkel Bogh (born 1963)
is the director of SMK –
Statens Museum for Kunst
(The National Gallery
of Denmark). SMK is
The National Gallery of
Denmark and it contains
an important part of the
nation’s visual cultural
heritage. Founded on the
Danish kings’ art collection,
the museum houses multiple forms of expression
that all bear witness to
ideas, thoughts, and experiences of human beings
from Western culture in the
1300s up until today.

DAY 1:
Kunsthal Charlottenborg
and Apollo Bar
Start the day with a visit to Kunsthal
Charlottenborg (Charlottenborg
Exhibition Space) in the popular
harbour area of Nyhavn. Kunsthal
Charlottenborg is an extension to the
old baroque castle Charlottenborg
Castle, which since 1754 has also
held the Royal Danish Academy of
Fine Arts. In this historical setting
one can experience both Danish and
international contemporary art, and
the large, beautiful rooms make it
possible to display art on a large
scale. It is by choice art which focuses
on debate and current topics, and
both the exhibitions and the architecture make this a place always worth
visiting. After an art experience you
can have a cup of coffee, a glass of
wine or some light food in the sun at
Charlottenborg Kunsthal’s bar and
eatery Apollo Bar. It is the renowned
Danish chef, Frederik Bille Brahe, who
is the man behind this spot – as well
as SMK’s café Kafeteria.
30
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Fun Fact
Charlottenborg Kunsthal opened as an exhibition site in 1883 and was
the first building in Copenhagen, dedicated to contemporary art. When
Christiansborg Castle burned in 1884, a large part of the art, was saved
from the flames. It was decided, that the art should be on public display
at SMK, The National Gallery of Denmark. The art collection was firstly
exhibited at Charlottenborg Kunsthal for over ten years, while the SMK
building was under construction.

The David Collection
Continue your day in the center of Copenhagen. At
David Collection you can experience one of the world’s
finest collections of Islamic art. The David Collection is
a world-class museum filled with priceless art and cultural treasures; from 1000-year-old book manuscripts,
textiles and Islamic works to recent photographs of
the Islamic world. In addition, the museum also holds a
fine collection of Danish art, including 14 works by the
famous painter Vilhelm Hammershøi. Together, this is a
unique combination – and the entrance is free.
Have lunch at Orangeriet
Across from the David Collection you will find one of the best lunch restaurants in town: the Orangery. The beautiful
greenhouse building is on the edge of Kongens Have (The King’s Garden), and while you enjoy the view of the fine
Renaissance garden with perennial beds, old trees and sculptures, you can treat yourself to Danish smørrebrød of the
absolute finest quality. The restaurant is also open during the evening, where the they offer a variety of warm dishes.

The Botanical Garden
Experience a rare breathing space in the middle of the city and go for an afternoon tour of the Botanical Garden.
The garden was built in 1874 on a piece of the city’s old ramparts, and amidst these idyllic surroundings you will
find Denmark’s largest collection of living plants. The highlight of any visit to the garden is the Palm House, where
subtropical and tropical plants grow, and butterflies flutter. Amazingly you step into another climate right in the
middle of Copenhagen, and the glass construction of the house is incredibly beautiful both viewed from the inside
as well as outside.
Torvehallerne
Before dinner, you can visit Torvehallerne at Israel’s Square and
enjoy a glass of wine or a small snack. In these lively halls you will
find a diverse selection of Danish quality foods, butchers, fishmongers, bakers and many more. A visit here gives a good sense
of what a Danish market is. Torvehallerne is centrally located in
Copenhagen, and from here you can easily stroll through the city
and find a restaurant for dinner.
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DAY 2:
Søndermarken
Large wooden crowns, small pavilions and fine running
trails in hilly terrain: Søndermarken is a park, easily overlooked, but nevertheless it is one of the city’s finest of its
kind. The romantic garden was built in the beginning of
the 18th century in connection with Frederiksberg Castle
– similar to Frederiksberg Garden, which is laid out on
the other side of the castle. Start your day with a fresh
run along the running tracks of Søndermarken or go for
a quiet walk in its hilly landscape.

Cisternerne
Below Søndermarken’s green lawns there is a 4320 m2 large underground space, where drip stone hangs from the
ceiling and a very special acoustic quality is formed. Cisternerne were originally an old water reservoir built in the
1850s, but today it serves as an exhibition space for ambitious contemporary artists. Selected artists are invited to
make exhibitions specifically for this atmospheric space, and most often it is excellent art. At the moment, you can
experience an exhibition by the Danish artist collective Superflex.

Istedgade and Kødbyen
Previously, Vesterbro Quarter around Istedgade was regarded the backside of town. It was a workers’ neighbor
hood, and during the release of pornography in the 1960s, it became famous and simultaneously infamous.
People from all over the world traveled to experience the many porn shops in the street. Today, most of the porn
shops have disappeared and been replaced by small, funky restaurants and cafes, and the neighborhood is
filled with young people. It is a nice place for a walk, where you can continue down Skydebanegade for lunch in
Kødbyen, a former industrial area, which has been transformed into a lively and creative area with many bars,
restaurants and galleries.
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SMK – Statens Museum for Kunst (The National Gallery of Denmark)
Just half an hour walk from Kødbyen you will find The King’s Garden and situated across from it: Denmark’s
national gallery, SMK – Statens Museum for Kunst. With more than 260,000 works, SMK’s art collection is the
largest in the country, and the museum offers a unique opportunity to experience contemporary art, modern art
and old masters all under one roof. Especially the French and the Danish collections featuring works by, among
others, Matisse and Købke are worth a visit. Purely architecturally, SMK is a unique spatial experience as well. The
museum is an old historical building from 1889-1896 merged with a modernist extension with large glass sections
from 1998. This combination is a nice contrast, but also effective connection between past and present. Besides
the permanent collection, it is also possible at the moment to experience the largest exhibition so far on Danish
Golden Age (1807-1864), which is one of the most beloved periods in Danish painting.
Lumskebugten
End the day with dinner at the
cozy restaurant Lumskebugten
at the end of the Esplanade at
Nordre Toldbod. Here you can
enjoy a sophisticated, tasty and
solid meal inspired by old Danish
food tradition. The place was
established as a bar for seamen in
1854, when the harbor was a living
industrial harbor, and was later
transformed into a restaurant.
Today, Lumskebugten is owned
and run by the star chef Erwin
Lauterbach, who has educated
many of Copenhagen’s young
chefs and helped define the
Danish gastronomic scene. After
dinner you can round off the day
with a nice walk along the water.
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An oasis in the city
A collection of over 10,000 works of art including French
Masterpieces, Egyptian mummies, ancient Roman sculptures
and changing special exhibitions.

Start your visit to Ny Carlsberg Glyptotek with a great
cup of coffee at the museum café Picnic, situated next
to the tranquil winter garden. Then go on to explore
the stunning building housing a collection of over
10,000 works of art including French Masterpieces,
Egyptian mummies, ancient Roman sculptures and
changing special exhibitions.
Experience the striking exhibition Pierre Bonnard. The
Colour of Memory: For the first time in more than 25
years the vibrant works of French artist Pierre Bonnard
(1867-1947) can be enjoyed in a solo exhibition in
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Denmark. In close collaboration with TATE Modern
and Kunstforum Wien, The Glyptotek’s summer exhi
bition stages more than 100 of the artist’s works and
is on until September 22.
If the weather permits, finish off your visit with a quiet
moment on the rooftop terrace, taking in the panoramic views of Copenhagen and neighbouring amusement park, Tivoli. (www.glyptoteket.com)
Want to visit Ny Carlsberg Glyptotek? See page 47 for
more info on location and opening hours.
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Frederiksstaden
Frederiksstaden is one of the most beautiful and grandiose parts of Copenhagen. Named after King
Frederik V, the construction of the area began while he reigned the county. Today most of the buildings
are listed and few people reside in the area – instead it contains great museums and historic sites.
Visit Frederiksstaden to experience the lavish architecture of the 1700’s and 1800’s as well as a diverse
mix of Copenhagen’s museums.
By Sigrid Kjær-Hansen
9.00 AM – The Union Kitchen
Kick of a busy day with a hearty breakfast at The Union Kitchen. The café offers a wide range of breakfast dishes
from simpler servings as yoghurt with granola and avocado on toast to full-bodied dishes as breakfast burrito
and their rightly popular Eggs Benedict.
10. AM – The royal home
In the heart of Frederiksstaden lies Amalienborg with its four (almost) identical palaces. The palaces were actually built for important noblemen. However, after the royal palace burnt to the ground in 1794 the Danish royal
family assumed the buildings, which is where they continue to live. Today one of the palaces, Christian the VIII
palace, contains a museum that recounts 150 years of royal family history. You can experience the private rooms of
the p
 revious kings and queens, which are kept as though they had just left; as well as getting a glimpse of how the
royal family lives today.
Amalienborg is also where the current queen of Denmark lives – and when you are standing in the grandiose courtyard, you can even check to see if she is home! Look up! If the Danish flag is raised on top of the building, Queen
Margrethe II is home. (www.kongernessamling.dk/amalienborg/)
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11.30 AM – Medical history from
classical era to modern research
Just around the corner from
Amalienborg lies Medicinsk museion
(The Medical Museum). It is a
museum centered on medicine and
medical science, ranging from the
classical era to the most modern
research.
The museum is located in the old
surgical academy from 1787, which
is evident when you move through
the exhibitions. At the heart of the
museum, you will find yourself at
the anatomical theater where students used to preform autopsies and
learn about the human anatomy.
The collection consists of more than
250.000 items describing medicine
and medical science’s vast impact on
our lives. (www.museion.ku.dk/da/)
12.30 PM – Outdoors and lunch
Are you looking for a quick bite? Then go for a Vietnamese bahn mi-sandwich from District Tonkin. Bring it outside
and get yourself some fresh air. You could stroll through Amaliehaven (The Amalie Garden) situated right between
Amalienborg and the harbour. The park is actually one of Copenhagen’s youngest parks – it opened in 1983. The
park offers a quiet break between beautiful plants, water art and one of Copenhagen’s most stunning views.
Further, along the harbor, you could also catch a Havnebus (harbour bus) and enjoy the scenic view of Frederiks
staden from the seaside. The bus travels through the inner harbor and allows you to see both the opera and many
of Copenhagen’s famous harbour bridges – and it is way cheaper than the canal tours.
(www.kongeligeslotte.dk/da/slotte-og-haver/amalienborg/amaliehaven.html, www.visitcopenhagen.dk/da/copenhagen/havnebussen-gdk447302 & www.idadavidsen.dk/)
14:30 PM – The Marble Church with a view
One of the most remarkable buildings in Frederiksstaden is
Frederikskirken (Frederik’s Church). Even though this is the
actual name of the church, very few people know it as such.
Instead the church is known by its most prominent feature –
marble, hence The Marble Church.
The construction began in 1749 but it was not finished until
1894, making it a 145-year long building process. The circular
nave is approximately 46 meters high and the dome has a
diameter of 31 meters, making it among one of the largest of
its kind in Europe.
Each Saturday and Sunday at 13.00, you can experience a
guided tour to the church dome and get a fantastic view of
Frederiksstaden as well as Copenhagen in general. However,
there are only 30 spaces each day – so get there on time!
(www.marmorkirken.dk/)
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15.00 PM – 1200 years of art history
For a museum outside of the ordinary, head to Davids Samling (The David Collection). Located in a rather oridnary
building across from The King’s Garden, it doesn’t brag, but do not be mistaken: the museum holds the greatest
collection of Islamic art in the whole of Scandinavia, all the way from the 7th to the 19th century. The prominent lawyer
Christian Ludvig David created the collection in 1948 to share his passion with the public. However, the collection is to
this day still growing.
If you want to experience incredible art and cultural history, you should visit The David Collection, which is placed on
the outskirts of Frederiksstaden. The short walk to the museum also gives you the opportunity to admire the beautiful
architecture that characterizes the area. (www.davidmus.dk)

18.00 PM – Restaurant Palægade
If you have worked up an appetite by now, you could drop by Restaurant Palægade. Owned by the same owners as
the Michelin starred Formel B, Restaurant Palægade offers a traditional Danish dinner influenced to French cuisine.
Here the dishes are made with respect for tradition, although you will get the benefits of the contemporary Nordic
cuisine’s strong focus on local ingredients. Restaurant Palægade also offers a great lunch. (www.palaegade.dk)
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Amaliehaven
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Museums and
attractions
The museums and attractions in Copenhagen
have something for everyone. No matter what your
preferences may be, the city provides a wealth of
cultural opportunities to explore.
Browse around our extensive guide to museums
and attractions to make your choice of which to
visit during your stay.
For further information, please visit the websites of
the individual museums and attractions.
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The new home for pandas Mao Zun and Zing Er
in Copenhagen Zoo designed by BIG.
Photo: Rasmus Hjortshøj
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Alhambra – museum for
humour and satire

enjoyed. For more information see
the museum’s website.
Admission:
Adults 50 DKK;
Under 18 free

Allégade 5, 2000 Frederiksberg
+45 38 10 20 45
www.museetalhambra.dk

Opening hours:
Wednesday-Thursday: 12-19
Friday-Sunday: 11-16
Monday-Tuesday: closed

Kid Friendly

Amalienborg

Alhambra – museum for humour
and satire exhibits the humorous
version of the history of the Danes
from 1849 until today. The exhibition tells the story of political
satire and freedom of speech,
centred around the Danish theatre
genre “revy”, sketch shows and
comedians, famous theatres and
the brightest stars in the history of
Danish theatre.

Christian VIII’s Palæ,
1257 København K
+45 33 15 32 86
www.amalienborg.dk

Alhambra focuses on humorous
performance art in all its various
forms, ranging from the jester to
the special Danish theatre genre
“revy” and the modern stand-up
comedian - and it tells the story of
entertainment in Denmark through
photographs, posters, costumes,
videos and recordings. It is also
possible for visitors to try on some
original theatre costumes, wigs
and makeup and give it their best
on stage.
During summertime, guests can
visit the garden in front of the
museum, where dances, concerts
and performances can often be

Amalienborg offers two royal
experiences that allow you to get
close to Danish royal history of
the last 250 years.
In Christian VIII’s Palace the
museum offers you an insight into
royal life of the past and present.
You can see the private chambers
of former kings and queens, and
each of the rooms reflects the
modern taste of the period and the
different personalities. The rooms
also tell the story of the changing
monarchy through the years. A
small exhibit on the monarchy of
the 21st century lets you explore
what it means to be royal today.
The visit includes the magnificent
main floor, the piano nobile, with
its royal reception rooms which
are still in use by the royal family.
The highlight is a group of spectacular gilt bronze sculptures by
Bertel Thorvaldsen (1770-1844).
In Christian VII’s Palace you can
join a guided tour and walk in the
footsteps of the royal guests, and
see the magnificent rooms where
the New Year banquet and other
official festivities are held.

our youngest visitors can try working as delivery boys or girls in the
grocer’s shop, sort bottles at the
brewery, or use a typewriter in the
union office. They can also dress
up in a sailor’s suit, dance at the
dance school, play in a 1930s flat,
or visit the pawnbroker and see if

Admission:
Adults 90 DKK; Students and age
group 18-25 65 DKK; Under 18 free

Admission:
Adults 95 DKK; Groups 80 DKK;
Students 65 DKK; Under 18 free;
Combined ticket with Rosenborg
160 DKK

Opening hours:
All days: 10-16
Wednesday: 10-19
Open mondays

Opening hours:
August: 10-17
September-October: 10-16

B
Bakkehuset

Arbejdermuseet – The
Workers Museum
Rømersgade 22,
1362 København K
+45 33 93 25 75
www.arbejdermuseet.dk

Kid Friendly
Danish ”hygge” and authentic
working class history for the entire
family. Explore daily life of working-class families throughout the
past 150 years. Trace the history
of the Danish Labour Movement
in this authentic building from 1879,
located in the centre of Copen
hagen. Step into the backyard
where the laundry hangs from the
clothes lines, and let yourself be
guided through small flats, steep
staircases, outdoor latrines and
the beautiful assembly hall. In the
1950s Coffee Bar you can have a
favourite of the time: Chicory coffee and traditional biscuit cake.
In the Children’s Workers Museum

Clever Hands special exhibition
Join us on a journey into the world
of craftmanship where hands and
head work together to create. This
exhibition focuses on craftmanship
and occupational pride; on hand
ling a tool, procession material
and mastering a trade. Experience
the history of clever hands through
exciting scenography.

they can get a few pennies for an
old coat. The Children’s Workers
Museum is especially suited for
children aged around 3-12.

Rahbeks Allé 23,
1801 Frederiksberg C
+45 33 31 43 62
www.bakkehusmuseet.dk

Kid Friendly
Bakkehuset is a museum of literature, art and culture of the Danish
Golden Age. In the historic house
you can discover Kamma and
Knud Lyne Rahbek’s authentically
furnished home from the early 19th
century. Knud Lyne Rahbek was an
editor of periodicals, a professor of
literature and a theatre manager.
Together with his wife Kamma,
he created a hub for some of the
prominent authors and literary
figures of the Danish Golden Age,
including people such as Hans
Christian Andersen, Adam Oehlen
schläger and Hans Christian Ørsted.
The museum is surrounded by a
garden in the romantic style. A visit
to the garden is a study in Kamma
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Rahbek’s highly specialized approach to botany. In the middle
of the beautiful garden you find a
modern orangery with a museum
café. The culinary orangery serves
lunch, coffee and tea in the summer season and it is the perfect
spot for a break.
Admission:
Adults 50 DKK; Under 18 free
Opening hours:
Tuesday-Sunday: 11-17
Monday: closed
The museum will be closed for
refurbishment freom Aug 16, the
Orangery will close Sep 1.
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C

iconic statues of the twelve apostles
and stand in front of his world-
famous statue of the risen Christ.

Cathedral Museum

Admission:
Free

Vor Frue Kirke
Nørregade 8, København K
+45 33 15 10 78
www.domkirken.dk
Bishop’s Portrait
An exhibition of painted portraits
of Danish bishops.
The young Danish artist Frantz
Nicolaus Klindt Nielsen has
painted the new official portrait of
Copenhagen’s bishop. It is a symbol-saturated and history-filled
portrait in its very own form, which
is exhibited for the first time. Along
with the new painting other portraits, painted by older artists such
as J. V. Gertner and Torbjørn Olsen
and some more resent painted by
Thomas Kluge and Mikael Melbye,
also appear.
On a visit to the Cathedral Museum
you have the opportunity to get
to the church’s gallery and look
out over C.F. Hansen’s magnificent
church. In the church one can also
walk among Bertel Thorvaldsen’s

Opening hours:
Until October 20
Monday-Thursday: 11-16
Friday and Sunday: 12-16
From October 23 to December 21
Wednesday-Saturday: 12-16

Cisternerne
Søndermarken,
2000 Frederiksberg
+45 30 73 80 32
www.cisternerne.dk

Kid Friendly
It is not the end of the world
Throughout 2019, Cisternerne
invites curious explorers to venture
into the dark future. The Danish
artist collective SUPERFLEX has
reshaped and flooded the former
water reservoir of the capital, now
functioning as an underground art
hall. With sci-fi elements SUPERFLEX creates a surreal yet plausible
scenario where climate change
has drastically altered society.
The old water reservoir is located
in the green heart of Copenhagen,
Frederiksberg. For many years the
subterranean chambers were forgotten, but today, Cisternerne is an
exhibition space for contemporary
art with one annual site-specific
art experience. The humidity in
the underground space is close
to 100%, sounds reverberate for
up to 17 seconds and dripstones
protrude from the ceiling. Here,
art merges with the atmospheric
surroundings and creates an
experience guaranteed to give
you goose bumps.

BIG presents FORMGIVING
June 12 - January 5 2020
Denmark’s very own starchitect
Bjarke Ingels and his company BIG
are world famous for their playful,
experimental and innovative architecture. Join us, when we present
the most comprehensive BIG
exhibition ever.
The Future Starts Here
November 8 2019 – May 21 2020
Who wants to live forever? Explore
the latest in AI, robotics, and smart
design in this trendspotting exhibition – which also questions the
flip side of our new technological
superpowers.

Admission:
Adults 70 DKK; Under 18 free
Opening hours:
Tuesday-Wednesday: 11-18
Thursday: 11-20
Friday-Sunday: 11-18
Monday: closed

D
Danish Architecture
Center

Danish Museum of Science
& Technology
Fabriksvej 25, 3000 Helsingør
+45 49 22 26 11
www.tekniskmuseum.dk

Kid Friendly

The Carpenter’s Autumn Exhibition
November 8 2019 – April 19 2020
Danes are world champions of
great furniture design. Explore how
Denmark keeps raising the bar for
experimental design, artistic quality and craftsmanship.
Admission:
Adults 110 DKK; Under 26 free
Opening hours:
Every day: 10–18
Thursdays: 10–21

Danish Museum of Science and
Technology is paradise for children
and adults, where you can explore
a world of technological inventions
that have changed our way of life.

Kid Friendly

NEXT LEVEL
Dive into a world of computer
games in the temporary exhibition
NEXT LEVEL, where you can see
the development from the very first
games to some of the latest and get
hands on with 25 games like Space
Invaders and Mario Bros. Exhibition
ends 20th of October 2019.

Danish Architecture Center (DAC)
is the meeting place for architecture, design and urban culture in
Denmark. Come and experience
exhibitions, guided tours, explore
DAC Design shop and relax at
DAC Café with magnificent views
of Copenhagen.

Oldies and goodies
You can see the world’s oldest
working car from 1888, the Danish
aviation pioneer Ellehammer’s
aircraft from 1906 and various
models of the famous Danish
motorcycle Nimbus. You can also
experience the space capsule that

Bryghuspladsen 10,
1473 København K
+45 32 57 19 30
www.dac.dk/en
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brought the first Dane into space
in 2015 or the original LEGO from
1958. Perhaps you get inspired to
invent the thing that we cannot
live without? There is plenty of opportunities to be inspired in one of
Europe’s best technical collections.
We invite you on a journey where
we connect you with Denmark’s
history of technology and were we
together look in to the future.
Admission:
Adults 90 DKK; Seniors, students
and groups 80 DKK; Under 18 free

attractions, the harbour boats,
design companies and galleries,
Designmuseum Danmark is a
working archive and the entrance
to Denmark as a design destination.
The building was constructed
during the reign of King Frederik
V in the years 1752-57 based on
drawings by the architects Nicolai
Eigtved and Lauritz de Thurah.
In the 1920s, the buildings were
renovated and adapted to museum
use by the architects Ivar Bentsen
and Kaare Klint.

Designmuseum
Danmark

Today, the museum is a modern and
active place, where families with
children, students, school classes
and a large international audience
come together to help create design
and be part of the museum’s many
events, educational activities, talks
and family workshops.

Bredgade 68, 1260 København K
+45 33 18 56 56
www.designmuseum.dk

Admission:
Adults 115 DKK; Groups 80 DKK;
Students and under 26 free

Opening hours:
Tuesday-Sunday: 10-17. Open on
Mondays during school holidays.

Kid Friendly
Welcome to a world of design.
With a unique location in Copenhagen’s historic centre, near tourist

Opening hours:
Tuesday-Sunday: 10-18
Wednesday: 10-21
Monday: closed

F
Furesoe Museums
Furesoe Museum consists of three
museums near the beautiful lakes
Farum Sø and Furesøen: The Danish
Immigration Museum, Mosegaarden
museum of local history and the old
grocery store, Cornelen.
Mosegaarden:
Skovgårds Allé 37, 3500 Værløse
+ 45 72 35 61 00
www.furesoemuseer.dk

Kid Friendly
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Mosegaarden exhibits local history
from Furesoe on topics ranging
from archaeology to farm life.
The museum also comprises
an old village schoolroom and
a smithy from the 20th century.
Please check our website for
current exhibitions.
Opening Hours
Tuesday-Friday: 11-16.
Sunday: 13-16.
Cornelen:
Stavnsholtvej 186, 3520 Farum
+45 72 35 61 00

Kid Friendly
Cornelen is a typical grocery shop
and café from the 1930s, situated
in the idyllic countryside. Here visitors can purchase little tokens of
history such as hopscotch stones
and cut-out paper dolls.
Opening Hours
Every last Sunday of the month:
13-16, closed in August and January.
Immigrantmuseet:
Farum Kulturhus, Stavnsholtvej 3,
3520 Farum
+45 72 35 61 00
Kid Friendly
The Danish Immigration Museum is
the only one of its kind in Denmark.
Through a mosaic of stories, the

visitor travels through 500 years
of Danish immigration history.
Please check our website for
current exhibitions.
Opening Hours
Every last Sunday of the month:
13-16, closed in August and
January.
Admission:
Free

H
Heerup Museum
Kirkesvinget 1, 2610 Rødovre
+45 36 37 87 00
www.heerup.dk

Kid Friendly
The Heerup Museum houses a
unique collection of paintings,
graphics, drawings and sculptures by the popular artist Henry
Heerup. Through the museum’s
changing exhibitions, visitors are
brought into the mindset, life and

artistic universe of this colourful
artist. Bring the whole family!
February 8 - june 16:
Nature’s Hard Boiled Egg - Stone
Sculptures by Henry Heerup
June 17 - june 23:
The Heerup Museum is closed
June 24 - september 1:
Heerup Classic - Paintings,
Sculptures and Graphics by Henry
Heerup
Admission:
Adults 45 DKK; Under 16 free
Opening hours:
Tuesday-Sunday: 11-16.
Monday: closed

K
Kronborg Castle
Kronborg Castle, 3000 Helsingør
+45 49 21 30 78
www.kronborg.dk

Kid Friendly
Kronborg is a must-see! “Hamlet’s
Castle” is a magnificent experience
with soaring towers, a huge ballroom and damp casemates and
just 40 minutes from Copenhagen.
There are few sites in the world
where so much drama and history
is gathered in one place. The
cannon-surrounded fortress on
the Danish coast merges with the
magnificent Renaissance castle.
Danish hero Holger Danske’s
mighty sword meets Shakespeare’s
equally mighty pen – as the ghost
of Prince Hamlet glides through
the passages. No wonder this
magical place is on UNESCO’s
World Heritage List.

King Frederik II built Kronborg in
1574-1585 at the narrowest neck of
the sound between Denmark and
Sweden. Above ground, the ballroom, the largest Renaissance hall
in the North, stretches 62 meters.
Below the castle, a damp, musty
smell greets you in the casemates.
Here sits Holger Danske ready to
be roused to battle if Denmark
needs him.
Top off the experience with a visit
to the castle shop and the cosy
cafés around the castle.
Admission:
Adults 95 DKK (145 DKK Jun - Aug);
Under 18 free
Opening hours:
August-September:
Tuesday-Sunday 11-16
October: 11-16
November-December:
Tuesday-Sunday 11-16
Check website for opening
hours.
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Kroppedal Museum
Kroppedals Allé 3, 2630 Taastrup
+45 43 30 30 00
www.kroppedal.dk

Kid Friendly
Kroppedal Museum in Vestskoven
(the western woods), located only
a 20-minute drive from Copenhagen, focuses these years on the
ancient Danish history. Transport
yourself back in time over the
world’s longest, reconstructed
Viking bridge and road in the
landscape outside the museum.
The reconstruction is build using
only Viking tools and methods
and is inspired the by impressive
constructions of the famous Viking
king Harald Bluetooth. Inside the
museum you can immerse yourself
in everyday life in early Viking Age
(800 AD). The exhibition unveils
another side of the tales of brutal
Viking warriors.
Admission:
Adults 50 DKK; Under 18 free

Opening hours:
Tuesday-Sunday: 12-16
Monday: closed

KØS Museum of Art in
Public Spaces
Nørregade 29, 4600 Køge
+ 45 56 67 60 20
www.koes.dk

Kid Friendly

Opening hours:
Tuesday – Sunday: 11-17
Monday: closed

Louisiana Museum
of Modern Art

KØS is Denmark’s museum dedicated to art in public spaces. Being
the country’s only museum specialising in the kind of art familiar to
all – from our shared urban spaces,
hospitals, castles, churches, and
other public areas – gives KØS a
unique feel.

A succession of special exhibitions
provides unique insights into the
special processes and problems
associated with creating art for the
public space. In addition to sketches, drawings, and models, these
exhibitions often feature photographs, film footage, and correspondences that shed light on the
artists’ interplay with architects,
cphmuseums.com

Admission:
Adults 60 DKK; Under 18 free

L

Just as a museum of architecture
does not collect finished buildings,
KØS does not collect finished
works of art – those belong in the
public sphere. Instead, the museum
collection comprise more than
19,000 drawings, models, and
other preliminary works for these
unique works of art
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urban planners, and the people
who will come into daily contact
with their work. They also provide
insights into the discussions –
many of them heated – that arise
when art enters the public space
where we cannot avoid it.

Gl. Strandvej 13, 3050 Humlebæk
+ 45 49 19 07 19
www.louisiana.dk

Kid Friendly
Louisiana Museum of Modern
Art is a must-see for visitors from
around the world. Located along
the coast, 25 miles north of Copen
hagen, Louisiana strikes that rare
balance between landscape,
architecture and art in a unique
interaction that makes a visit to
the museum something special
throughout the year.
The museum presents eight to ten
exhibitions annually along with
presentations of selected works
from the collection of more than
3,500 works.
Louisiana is a vibrant cultural centre
open in the evenings Tuesday to
Friday until 22:00 and offers a rich
variety of activities and events, a café
serving contemporary Danish cuisine
and a museum shop with a varied
selection of Scandinavian design.

+46 8 5202 3500
www.konsthall.malmo.se

Kid Friendly

WHAT ARE YOU LOOKING AT?
Until August 18

Malmö Konsthall established in
1975 is one of Scandinavia’s largest
exhibition spaces for contemporary
art. Architect Klas Anshelm has
created a 2000 m2 exhibition
hall famous for its great flexibility,
generous space and fantastic light.
“A large, low concrete box, opening
up towards the park and the skies’

PIPILOTTI RIST
Until September 22
BIRGIT JÜRGENSSEN
Until September 22
HOMELESS SOULS
Until September 22
GENERATION WEALTH
From August 22 2019
MARSDEN HARTLEY
From September 19 2019
TATIANA BILBAO
From October 18 2019
Admission:
Adults 125 DKK; Students 110 DKK;
Under 18 free; Louisiana Members
free
Opening hours:
Tuesday-Friday: 11-22
Saturday, Sunday and public
holidays: 11-18
Monday: closed

M
Malmö Konsthall
S:t Johannesgatan 7, SE-205 80
Malmö - (Station Triangeln)

light”, as Anshelm himself described
the building. The construction materials are light and simple: concrete,
glass, wood and aluminium.
Malmö Konsthall arranges around
ten exhibitions annually with an
international and contemporary
focus.

”One of the ten museums to travel
to for their stunning structures”,
National Geographic writes of
the award-winning M/S Maritime
Museum of Denmark built by star
architects BIG Bjarke Ingels Group.
Sloping floors, interactive and
atmospheric exhibitions give a fascinating look into Denmark’s role
in a global world – then and now.
The museum is situated below
ground around an old dry dock in
front of Kronborg Castle.
Children can play in THE DREAM
SHIP – a 400-square-metre maritime play universe that conveys
the joy of the maritime and the sea
through movement, play, stories
and crafts.
Enjoy local delicacies in spectacular
architecture in one of Denmark’s
most beautiful cafes. During the
summer months you can enjoy
food and drinks outside in the
dock. In the museum shop you
will find carefully selected quality
goods – Danish design, books,
toys, maritime inspired clothing,
postcards and gifts – all with a
maritime twist.

Admission:
Free
Opening hours:
Daily: 11-17.
Wednesday: 11-21

Maritime Museum of
Denmark
Ny Kronborgvej 1, 3000 Helsingør
+45 49 21 06 85
www.mfs.dk

Kid Friendly

Admission:
Adults 120 DKK; Under 18 free;
Students under 26 with valid
student ID free; Free entrance
with Copenhagen Card
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Opening hours:
September-June
Tuesday-Sunday: 11-17
July-August
Daily: 11-18

“Home of Science” tells the story
of Medical Museion’s buildings academy, laboratory and home
to scientists and their families,
including physicist and Nobel
Prize winner Niels Bohr.

Medical Museion

Admission:
Adults 75 DKK; Children 5-16 years,
students and pensioners 50 DKK

Bredgade 62, 1260 København K
+45 35 32 38 00
www.museion.ku.dk

Opening hours:
Tuesday-Friday: 10-16.
Saturday-Sunday: 12-16.
Monday: closed

Moderna Museet Malmö
Ola Billgrens Plats 2-4,
211 29 Malmö
+46 406 85 79 37
www.modernamuseet.se
A must-see museum located in
the historic Royal Academy of Surgeons, dating from 1787. Medical
students once attended anatomy
lectures in the magnificent neo
classical auditorium. Today,
exhibitions take you on a journey
through the world of medicine,
from historical understandings of
the body to current challenges in
public health. Medical Museion
is for everybody curious about
human bodies and minds – how
they have been studied and treated
from Antiquity to our age of genes.
Exhibitions
“Mind the Gut” examines how
brains and bowels are linked,
focusing on complex relationships
between minds and guts through
a surprising blend of science, art
and history.
“The Body Collected” presents the
raw material of medical science from
historic cadavers to DNA. Experience
the history of how medicine studies
the body - from skeletons and
organs through to cells and genes.
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Kid Friendly
Take an art break in central
Malmö! Moderna Museet Malmö is
a small, inviting museum in a former power station from 1901 with
an orange extension that is an architectural exclamation mark in the
city. We have something for everyone – from art lovers to beginners.
In our beautiful premises you will
find high quality exhibitions of the
finest Swedish and international
contemporary art along with
alternating exhibitions of selected
works from Moderna Museet’s
own rich collection. This year we
will feature exhibitions with Andy
Warhol, Louise Bourgeois and Carl
Fredrik Reuterswärd among others.
Our museum hosts are happy to
assist you throughout the building
and discuss questions raised by
the art. We regularly organise
events and activities for adults and
children. The all-orange foyer has a
small museum shop, and in our cafe
you can enjoy lunch or fika from
Bröd och Vänner.

Admission:
Free
Opening hours:
Tuesday-Friday: 11-18
Saturday-Sunday: 11-17
Monday: closed

Mosede Fort - Danmark
1914-18
Mosede Strandvej 87A,
2670 Greve
+45 43 40 40 36
www.mosedefort.dk

Kid Friendly
On the Brink of War
Travel 100 years into the past,
to a time when world war raged
around Denmark. Explore the
many surprising stories in the
exhibition and immerse yourself in
an era where Denmark is on the
brink of war. Denmark must fight
for its neutrality and avoid being
drawn into the war. It is a time of
trench digging, mine laying and
humanitarian efforts. The Danish

welfare state is born as politicians
intervene to keep the people united,
while profiteers make a fortune off
the war.
Listen to English, German or Danish
voices in the exhibition. All texts
are printed in these three languages.
Exploring history
Put your fingers – and your brain
cells – to work! Rent an iPad
(20 DKK) and play the “Wartime
Dilemmas” game, which guides
you through the exhibition’s many
stories.
Only 25 min. by train or car from
Copenhagen and only 5 minute’s
walk from Karlslunde Station.
Admission:
Adults 90 DKK; Under 18 free
Opening hours:
Tuesday-Friday: 11-15
Saturday-Sunday: 11-16
Monday: closed

Munkeruphus
Munkeruphus Strandvej 78,
3120 Dronningmølle
+45 49 71 79 06
www.munkeruphus.dk

Kid Friendly

Admission:
Adults 70 DKK; Seniors (65+): 50
DKK; Students 40 DKK; Under 18 free
Opening hours:
August-September 8:
Wednesday-Sunday: 12-17
September 22-November 3:
Thursday-Sunday: 12-17
First Thursday of the month: 12-20

Museum of Natural
Medicine
Universitetsparken 2
Jagtvej 160, 2100 København Ø
+45 3532 7900
www.nmm.ku.dk

In 2019 it is 30 years since
MUNKERUPHUS was established as
an exhibition space and 100 years
ago, MUNKERUPHUS’ former inha
bitant, artist and designer Gunnar
Aagaard Andersen, was born. We
celebrate the two events with exhibitions by contemporary artists and
designers, who present art works,
archival studies and a documentary
film inspired by Aagaard Andersen.
The North Coast Art Triennial 2019.
22.06.–08.09.2019
As a part of The North Coast Art
Triennial 2019 the summer exhibition
at MUNKERUPHUS shows site-specific art works and large-scale
outdoor installations by Malene
Bach, Eske Rex, Ditte Hammerstrøm
and Jørgen Carlo Larsen.

The Museum of Natural Medicine
is a scientific treasure trove of
plants, animals and minerals,
documenting the complex and
fascinating relationship between
human health and nature.
We exhibit several hundreds
of plants, containing bioactive
compounds which led to modern
pharmaceutical drugs. As well as
Danish and overseas folk medicines, cosmetics, poisons, dyes,
aphrodisiacs and much more.
The Museum is based in the
Department of Drug Design and
Pharmacology at the University of
Copenhagen. As scientists we work
in a cross-field between history,
ethnobotany, chemistry and phar-

GAaA – 100 years. 21.9.–3.11.2019
A contemporary artist, an art historian and a film maker unfold the
archive of Gunnar Aagaard Andersen
(1919-1982), who was an experimental crossover artist who exceeded all
conventional categories within visual
art. The exhibition presents examples
of Aagaard Andersen’s extensive
production and his heavy involvement in the European art scene.
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macology. Our aim is to under
stand the rich medicinal plant uses
of the past and apply these in
development of the medicines of
the future.
Admission:
Free
Opening hours:
Thursday: 13-17

N
National Museum of
Denmark
Ny Vestergade 10,
1471 København K
+45 33 13 44 11
www.natmus.dk

Kid Friendly
Meet the Danes and the Vikings
at National Museum of Denmark,
and experience world-famous
treasures with a starring role in
Danish history!

Take a free guided tour with a
Dane and get personal insights
into Danish culture, lifestyle and
society.
The National Museum’s new and
very popular exhibition “Meet
the Vikings” welcomes visitors to
the multifaceted universe of the
Vikings. The exhibition includes
one of Denmark’s largest treasure
troves of gold and silver jewellery.
With clear references to classic
lunch and local dishes, the museums restaurant serves new interpretations of Danish food.
The National Museum also has an
indoor playground, where kids of
all ages have fun discovering the
past. This is a place where kids are
invited to touch everything in sight!
Welcome to Denmark’s largest museum of Danish Culture and History
– right in the heart of C
 openhagen.
Admission:
Adults 95 DKK; Family Ticket
(1 child + 1 adult) 80 DKK;
Under 18 free
Opening hours:
Tuesday-Sunday: 10-17
June, July, August and September:
Monday-Sunday: 10-18

North Atlantic House
Strandgade 91, 1401 København
+45 32 83 37 00
www.nordatlantens.dk

Kid Friendly
Experience contemporary art and
culture from Faroe Islands, Greenland and Iceland at The North
Atlantic House.
Anker Mortensen – The Spirituality
of Painting
Exhibition March 17 – June 6
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Encounter the Faroese artist Anker
Mortensen’s impressive paintings in
which beauty and spirit merge into
a supernatural whole, rooted in an
experienced reality. The exhibition
consists of brand-new works along
with several older pieces, reworked
to create a new pictorial richness.
In our lifetime
Exhibition June 21 – October 20
Celebrating 40 years of Greenlandic Home Rule, the North Atlantic
House’s grand summer exhibition
of 2019 showcases five young
artists from Greenland who will
influence the next 40 years of
Greenlandic history: Martin Brandt
Hansen, Paninnguaq Lind Jensen,
Parma Brandt, Inuuteq Storch and
Maja-Lisa Kehlet. The exhibition is
curated by the Greenlandic visual
artist Bolatta Silis-Høegh.
Admission:
Adults 40 DKK; Senior 30 DKK;
Students and young (13-18 years)
20 DKK; Under 12 free
Opening hours:
Monday-Friday: 10-17
Saturday-Sunday: 12-17

Ny Carlsberg Glyptotek
Dantes Plads 7, 1556 København V
+45 33 41 81 41
www.glyptoteket.com

Visit Van Gogh, Degas and Rodin
or travel back in time to Ancient
Rome and Egypt.
At Glyptoteket you can experience
one of the world’s finest collections
of ancient sculptures, French
impressionism, Egyptian mummies
and tomb treasures. Take a break
under the palm trees in the beautiful Winter Garden or on the roof
terrace and enjoy a nice lunch in
the museum café, Picnic.
Glyptoteket offers free guided
tours in English. Discover the masterpieces of Glyptoteket. This tour
will guide you through some of
the highlights, containing arts and
artefacts from the entire museum:
Egypt, ancient Greece, Etruria and
the Roman Empire – as well as
French and Danish art of the 19th
century. Please check the website
for accurate information on when
the tours are on.

Ny Carlsberg Glyptotek was
founded by brewing magnate Carl
Jacobsen (1842-1914) and has
been open to the public since 1897.
It holds over 10,000 works.
Admission:
Adults 115 DKK; Groups (10+) 100
DKK; Under 27 and students with a
valid Student ID 85 DKK, Under 18
free; Tuesday free, Special Exhibition; Tuesday 60 DKK
Opening hours:
Tuesday-Sunday: 11-18
Thursdays: 11-21
Monday: closed

R
Rosenborg Castle
Øster Voldgade 4A,
1350 København K
+45 33 15 32 86
www.rosenborgcastle.dk

The Summer hermitage was
built by one of the most famous
Scandinavian kings, Christian IV,
in the early 17th century. It quickly
became his favourite residence.
Today, many of the rooms are
preserved as they were during
the reign of Christian IV, and you
can experience the impressive
possessions of the king and his
descendants. Among the main
attractions are the Great Hall with
the coronation thrones and three
life-size silver lions standing guard.
The king’s coronation throne is
made of narwhale tusk, while the
queen’s is of silver. The tapestries
on the walls commemorate battles
between Denmark and Sweden.
Rosenborg also houses an exquisite
collection of Flora Danica. The invaluable crowns of the Danish royals and the crown jewels are kept

in underground vaults. The crown
jewels primarily consist of four garnitures: a brilliant set, a ruby/pearl
set, a rose-cut diamond set and an
emerald set – the emeralds being
among the world’s finest.
Admission:
Adults DKK 115; Groups DKK 95;
Students DKK 75; Under 18 free;
Combined ticket with Amalienborg
DKK 160
Opening hours:
August: 9-17 daily
September - October: 10-16 daily

Rudolph Tegners Museum
& Statue Park
Museumsvej 19,
3120 Dronningsmølle
+45 49 71 91 77
www.rudolphtegner.dk

Kid Friendly
On the north coast of Zealand,
you find a unique museum of a
Danish artist that combines sculpture, architecture and nature. It is
surrounded by a statue park with
14 sculptures raised against the
sky with a backdrop of heath and
coastline.
The talented Danish artist Rudolph
Tegner (1873-1950) fought, in the
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shadows of naturalism, to find an
expression that would move the
viewer and take sculpture to a new
level. The heritage of Auguste Rodin
and Michelangelo is obvious in his
early years. He took his art to monumental levels, and he worked both
in Denmark and in France.
The museum from 1938 points toward modernism and is built in concrete. The inside holds more than
250 of the artist’s works in plaster,
clay, marble and bronze. After his
death in 1950 Tegner’s body was
buried beneath the floor of the
museum’s 11-meter high main hall.
The Museum has guided tours
almost every Sunday at 2 pm and
activities such as concerts, clay
workshops, yoga etc. See rudophtegner.dk for more info
June 22 – October 20:
The Northcoast Art Triennale 2019_
ARV displaying:
“Tovborg og Tegners Heritage - the
God and its creators” - a solo exhibition by Alexander Tovborg.
“A Hymn towards the Arch of Life”
- sound piece by Third Ear/Tim
Hinman.
“Rudolphs Onions” - artwork by
Sophia Kalkau.
The three artists are amongst the
most interesting on the Danish art
scene right now, and they all relate
their works to Tegners Museum.
The Northcoast Art Triennale takes
place on several sites. Find the
North Coast Art Triennial at nkkt.dk
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Kings, but now belong to the
people. The collection of Danish
and Nordic art is particularly
outstanding, and the collection of
French art is also highly acclaimed
worldwide.
SMK is located in the heart of
Copenhagen right next to Rosenborg Castle - just a five-minute
walk from Nørreport Station.

Admission:
Adults 60 DKK; Under 18 free;
Seniors, students, groups o. 10 pers.
50 DKK; The Statue Park free
Opening hours:
August: Tuesday-Sunday: 11-18
September-October: Tuesday-
Sunday: 12-17
Monday: closed/The Statue Park
always open

S
SMK - National Gallery
of Denmark
Sølvgade 48-50,
1307 København K
+45 33 74 84 94
www.smk.dk

Kid Friendly
SMK (Statens Museum for Kunst)
is the national gallery of Denmark
and the largest art museum in the
country. Here you can experience
Danish and international art
spanning more than 700 years,
from the early Renaissance to
cutting-edge contemporary art.
SMK is a treasure trove of masterpieces and little gems, created by
some of history’s greatest artists.
The collections have their roots in
the private collections of Danish

Admission:
Adults 120 DKK; Young (26 and
under) 95 DKK; Under 18 free
Opening hours:
Tuesday-Sunday: 10-18
Wednesday: 10-20
Monday: closed

Storm P. Museum
Frederiksberg Runddel,
2000 Frederiksberg
+45 38 86 05 00
www.stormp.dk

Kid Friendly
Museum for Danish humourist, cartoonist and painter Robert Storm
Petersen (Storm P.) and for humour
and satire in art. Storm P. (18821949) was an omnipresent humorous force in the shaping of Danish
humour in the 20th Century. His
numerous humoristic portrayals of
everyday life have made him part
of Danish cultural heritage and
identity. The museum presents an
outstanding Danish artist who,
through his art, remains relevant to
this day and not only as an image
of his time. A reminder that humour
and satire is an art form that can
be timeless and capable of moving
and entertaining generations upon
generations of audiences.
In addition to presenting the life
and works of Storm P., the museum
shows alternating special exhibi
tions seeking to provide angles on
art, comics and popular culture
from the perspective of humour
and satire as well as embracing
and celebrating the rich tradition
of the art of popular drawing and
graphic art in general.

The exhibition “Storm P. and
America” (from May 5) takes you
100 years back in time – to 1919
when Storm P. travelled to New
York with the dream of “making it
over there”. He did not succeed, but
the endeavour became a defining
experience. The exhibition invites
you on a fascinating adventure
from enthusiastic boys’ dreams
and professional ambitions through
frustration and despair to new
insights. A strong underlying theme
is the many cultural differences
between Europe and the US at
the time.
Admission:
Adults 50 DKK; Under 18 free
Opening hours:
Tuesday-Sunday: 10-16
Monday: closed

T
The Black Diamond – Royal
Danish Library
Søren Kierkegaards Plads 1,
1016 København K
+45 33 47 47 47
www.kb.dk/en

Kid Friendly
Explore the spectacular architecture, take a break with barista
coffee in the café with a splendid
view of the harbour canal or enjoy

a gourmet meal in the restaurant.
The Black Diamond is the contemporary waterfront extension to the
Royal Danish Library - a house
of culture and a popular spot for
the city’s many students and other
Copenhageners looking for a calm
place to study, work or meet up.
The library has Northern Europe’s
largest collections of rare books
and manuscripts. Experience
highlights from the collections in a
sensual installation by world-famous performance artist Marina
Abramović (booking required). This
summer you can also see a series
of outstanding snapshots of Danish and international life in the exhibition Danish Press Photo of the
Year. From June 14, a new exhibition showcases the internationally
renowned Danish pioneer of colour
photography Keld Helmer-Peter
sen, who was closely related to
Danish mid-century modernists in
furniture and architecture such as
Jørn Utzon and Poul Kjærholm.
Admission:
Admission to the building is free.
Exhibitions 60 DKK, Under 18 free
Opening hours:
Building:
Monday-Friday: 8-21
(July-August 8-19)
Saturday: 8-19
Exhibitions
Monday-Friday: 10-19
Saturday: 10-18
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The Danish Music Museum
(Musikmuseet)
Rosenørns Allé 22,
1970 Frederiksberg C
+45 33 13 44 11
www.musikmuseet.dk

Kid Friendly

and harp or try our spectacular
and one of a kind instruments of
the future: Mash Machine, Collidoscope and the amazing OMNI.

Opening hours:
Closed on Mondays. For more
information please visit
www.sa.dk

Admission:
Adults 70 DKK; Family Ticket 55
DKK; Under 18 free

The Danish Police Museum
– Politimuseet

Opening hours:
Saturday-Sunday: 10-16

The Danish National
Archives

Fælledvej 20,
2200 København N
+45 40 32 58 88
www.politimuseum.dk

Provianthuset, Rigsdagsgården 7,
1218 Copenhagen K
+45 33 92 33 10
www.sa.dk

The Danish Music Museum has
one of the finest collections of
musical instruments in the world.
The collection consists of musical
instruments from Europe, Asia and
Africa from the Bronze Age up to
our time.
The exhibition is divided into two
tracks: one track focusing on the
development of instruments in
Denmark from the bronze lurs
onwards; and a European track
which has its starting point in the
early Middle Ages and continues
through, showing instruments from
all major European musical traditions - until both tracks meet in
the globalized 20th century.
Explore the magic of music in our
“try it yourself”-area, where you
can play instruments like timpani
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This beautiful building is more
than 400 years old and contains
original documents from the history of Denmark. Guests are invited
to visit the changing exhibitions
and activities free of charge.
Looking for Danish ancestors?
Start here: www.sa.dk/en/k/
genealogy.
Admission:
Free

Visit The Danish Police Museum in
Nørrebro, Copenhagen - and dive
into the Danish police exciting and
eventful history from the corps’
formation until today.
Visitors get a unique insight into a
number of criminal cases, and the
museum also gives an impression
of how the Danish police have
handled different types of crime
and detection methods, as well as
presenting a number of Denmark’s
most renowned criminals.
The museum regularly has various
special exhibitions, all based on
police work.
Admission:
Adults 50 DKK; Under 18 free

Opening hours:
Tuesday: 11-16
Thursday: 11-16
Sunday: 11-16

The David Collection
Kronprinsessegade 30-32,
Copenhagen K 1306
+45 33 73 49 49
www.davidmus.dk

Special exhibition until
autumn 2020:
From Philipsen to Salto – the
Collection of Danish Early
Modern Art revisited
Visitors to this exhibition can
experience and revisit a selection
of early modern Danish art that
has been collected mainly by the
museum founder C. L. David himself. Some of the works of art have
never been displayed before. The
artists include classical works by
Vilhelm Hammershøi, J. F. Willumsen, Theodor Philipsen, Thorvald
Bindesbøll, P. S. Krøyer, L. A. Ring,
Poul S. Christiansen, Julius Paulsen,
Niels Hansen Jakobsen, Albert

Gottschalk, Edvard Weie, and the
“Funen painters” Peter Hansen and
Johannes Larsen. More radical
artists represented with their
sculptures are Axel Salto, Svend
Rathsack, and the French-Danish
artist Jean Gauguin. Sculptures,
especially smaller ones, are found
in abundance in the collection,
probably due to the early influence
of Agnes Lunn, his sculptor godmother.
Note that the paintings by Vilhelm
Hammershøi will only be part of
the exhibition until the end of 2019,
after which most of them will be
lent to exhibitions in Japan.
Admission:
Free
Opening hours:
Tuesday-Sunday: 10-17
Wednesday: 10-21
Monday: closed

The Hirschsprung
Collection
Stockholmsgade 20,
2100 København Ø
+45 35 42 03 36
www.hirschsprung.dk

Kid Friendly
The Hirschsprung Collection is
situated in the green parklands
of Østre Anlæg in the centre
of Copenhagen. Founded by
tobacco manufacturer and art
collector Heinrich and Pauline
Hirschsprung, the museum first
opened its doors in 1911.
The museum houses more than
100 years of Danish art from the
19th and the beginning of the 20th
century, ranging from the Golden
Age to the Skagen Painters and the
advent of Modernism.

The collection includes masterpieces by Eckersberg, Krøyer and
Hammershøi.
Until August 25 you can join us for
a trip to the north of Zealand, as
the museum focuses on one of the
first Danish artists’ colonies in the
exhibition “P.S. Krøyer and the artists’ colony in Hornbæk”. From September 25 the museum shows the
large exhibition “The other Golden
Age”, which revisits a largely forgotten chapter of art history with
works by, among others, J.L. Lund
and Caspar David Friedrich.
The museum also hosts activities
for children – ask for the free activity sheet.
Admission:
Adults 95 DKK; Under 18 free
Opening hours:
Wednesday-Sunday: 11-16
Monday-Tuesday: closed
Hirschsprung LATE open until 20.
29.08, 26.09, 31.10
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The Karen Blixen Museum
Rungsted Strandvej 111,
2960 Rungsted Kyst
+45 45 57 10 57
www.blixen.dk

Kid Friendly

Courage, humour and love
With the new, permanent exhibition “Courage, humour and love
– Karen Blixen’s life and work”, the
museum is opening an entirely new
chapter in its presentation of Karen
Blixen. The exhibition relates the
vibrant tale of her superb literary
works and dramatic life.
The museum has reconceived its
entire presentation, so that it is
brimming with the joy of storytelling. Her seven world-famous
works are displayed in their
original editions and introduced in
the most beautiful way. Placards,
photos, new documentary films,
historic sound recordings, and
graphics invite everyone to identify
with the magnificent universe of
Karen Blixen – from dyed-in-thewool Blixen fans to school students
and casual tourists.
The nordic norns
Selma Lagerlöf * Sigrid Undset *
Karen Blixen
17 May – 29 December 2019
At this exhibition, The Karen Blixen
Museum will be celebrating three
iconic Nordic authors, Selma
Lagerlöf, Sigrid Undset and Karen
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Blixen, who, like the mythical
Norns, intertwine the fates of their
characters with love, devilry, and
sin. Amidst the clotheslines and old
wooden beams beneath the sloping roof of the spacious 18th-century drying loft, scenographer and
costume designer Maja Ravn has
created an atmospheric exhibition
in which nature’s erotic forces are
let loose and the devil confronts
powerful women.
In connection with this exhibition
and for the very first time, Karen
Blixen’s wood-panelled bedroom
will be open to the public. Here she
woke every morning to a view of
the Sound, and here she spent her
final days.
Admission:
100 DKK. Groups 75 DKK.
Under 14 free
Opening hours:
SEPTEMBER
Tuesday–Sunday: 10-17
OCTOBER – APRIL
Wednesday-Friday: 13-16
Saturday-Sunday: 11-16

The Museum in Heering’s
Gaard
Overgaden Neden Vandet 11, 1414
København K
+45 60 80 20 22
www.bankogsparekassemuseet.dk
Kid Friendly

The museum in Heering’s Gaard is
among other things a glimpse into
the 19th century’s banking system.
The museum gives children and
adults an insight into a time where
banks became more significant in
the Danish, as well as the international, financial world. Additionally,
you are going to be let inside the
office of the first CEO of Privatbanken, where you get to know
one of Denmark’s most influential
financiers.
Christianshavn in 400 years:
We also have a special exhibition
which marks Christianshavn’s
400th birthday. Christianshavn is
more multifaceted than any other
part of the capital. From fortification and independent market town
through rich merchant’s houses
and dark slum. Today, finance
business’ glass facades share a
space with idyllic canals and Christianshavn’s alternative lifestyle.
The entire museum is placed in an
old merchant’s house named after
manufacturer Peter F. Heering
who previously produced the wellknown Cherry Heering liqueur. The
museum contains a well restored
and charming wine cellar, where
you can experience the old liquor
barrels and enjoy the atmosphere.
Admission:
Free
Opening hours:
Wednesday: 10-17
Sunday: 10-16

The Museum of National
History
Frederiksborg Slot 10,
3400 Hillerød
+ 45 48 26 04 39
www.dnm.dk

Kid Friendly

Children´s Museum
The Museum’s exhibition for
children tells the story of Denmark’s famous king and his childhood. Children can try on copies
of R
 enaissance costumes and
armour, write with ink and quill
and much more.
Admission:
Adults 75 DKK; Students and seniors (65+) 60 DKK; Children (6-15)
20 DKK; Under 5 free
Opening hours:
The museum is open every day.
April 1-October 31: 10-17

The Theatre Museum at
the Court Theatre
Dannebrog 800 years
On June 15th, 1219 the Danish flag,
Dannebrog, appeared on the sky
over Lyndanisse in Estonia. Here
King Valdemar 2. was in the middle
of battle against the Estonian
pagans.
So, it says in an old legend. The
battle ended with a Danish victory.
At Frederiksborg we celebrate the
800th birthday of Dannebrog with
an exhibition that portrays the
Danish crusades in the Baltic Sea
and the conquest of Estonia.
The exhibition can be seen until
October 20.
Castle hosts
In the museum’s beautiful rooms,
you are welcomed by the Castle
Hosts. The Castle Hosts are wearing costumes that have a connection to the museum’s collection.
The costumes are made especially
for the museum, and they are
created after portraits exhibited at
the museum.
You can meet the castle hosts
every weekend and during school
holidays from Easter to the autumn
holiday.

Christiansborg Ridebane 18,
1218 København
+45 33 11 57 76
www.teatermuseet.dk

Kid Friendly
The Court Theatre – a living
Theatre
Imagine being able to walk around
freely in a court theatre from 1767!
The Court Theatre at Christiansborg Riding Ground is 251 years
old and the oldest theatre stage
in Denmark. Here you can move
around freely throughout the
theatre: in the hall, on the slanting
stage, on the balconies and in
the small boxes where kings and
queens, princes and princesses sat
and still to this day sit for performances and concerts.

The Vedbæk Finds –
Hunters and Gatherers
7000 years ago
Attemosevej 170,
2840 Holte
+45 45 80 63 63
www.rudersdalmuseer.dk

Kid Friendly

Admission:
Adults 40 DKK; Seniors and
students 30 DKK
Opening hours:
Tuesday–Sunday: 12-16
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While building a new school in
1975, no less than 17 graves from a
Stone Age Hunter-gatherer people
were discovered in Vedbæk. In the
permanent exhibition, you will find
the hunters themselves as well
as their unique graves and stone
implements. In one of the graves,
a new-born child is buried on a
swan’s wing next to his mother. In
another grave lies a person, killed
with a bone arrow in the neck vertebra - the oldest known murder
in Denmark. Take a walk through
the primeval forest in the museum.
A series of spectacular dioramas
offer you the possibility of experiencing the area around Vedbæk
as it was 7000 years ago.
Admission:
Adults 40 DKK; Student 20 DKK;
Under 18 free
Opening hours:
Tuesday-Friday: 12-16
Saturday and Sunday: 12-17
Monday: closed

The Viking Ship Museum
Vinderbode 12, 4000 Roskilde
+45 46 30 02 00
www.vikingshipmuseum.dk

Kid Friendly
Visit the Viking Ship Museum in

Roskilde – home of the five World
Famous Viking Ships. The Viking
Ship Museum focuses on the
Vikings’ maritime craftsmanship
and their impressive ships. Enjoy
exciting exhibitions and activities
for the whole family. Follow the
construction of a new Viking ship
at the Boatyard and try your hand
at Viking craftsmanship in the
workshops (Daily from May 1 to
October 20).
In the Museum Harbour you can see
the large collection of Viking ships
and Nordic boats. From May 1 –
September 30, you can sail out on
Roskilde Fjord and experience what
it was like to be a Viking on board
one of the Viking Ship Museum’s
traditional, wooden boats – which
are direct descendants of Viking
ships. Sailing tickets are sold following the principle ‘first-come’ from
10 AM on the day of the sailing, as
additional ticket to the entrance fee.
Admission:
Adults 150 DKK; Under 18 free
Opening hours:
Monday-Sunday: 10-16

The Øresund Aquarium
Strandpromenaden 5
Helsingør 3000
Denmark
+45 35321970
www.oresundsakvariet.ku.dk

Kid friendly
The Øresund Aquarium is a small,
cozy and professional saltwater
aquarium where you can experience the amazing world of local
marine life in the waters between
Sweden and Denmark, called the
Sound (Øresund).
Join us on a journey below the
surface and explore the unique
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flora and fauna. In our touch
pools you can touch crabs, sea
stars and flatfish – even sharks
and rays, if you dare! We feed our
fish and animals every hour, every
day and knowledgeable guides
are always present to tell you
about Øresund and answer any
questions you may have about
the local marine life.
Get even closer to Øresund’s life
at our outdoor basin the Water
Laboratory, where you can catch
crabs and fish and look below the
surface.
During summer months, we offer
a wide range of outdoor activities:
Wild food gathering and cooking,
beach seining, crab fishing and
boat trips on the Sound – watching
for birds, tuna fish and Denmark’s
small whale, the porpoise.
Admission:
Adults 79 DKK; Children (3-12
years) 59 DKK
Opening hours:
Monday-Friday: 10-16
Saturday-Sunday: 10-17
Holidays: all days 10-17
August: all days 10-18

Thorvaldsens Museum
Bertel Thorvaldsens Plads 2,
1213 København K
+45 33 32 15 32
www.thorvaldsensmuseum.dk

Kid Friendly
Thorvaldsens Museum is dedicated
to the world-famous sculptor
Bertel Thorvaldsen, and it houses
his sculptures and personal collection of art. Thorvaldsens Museum
was the first museum to be built
in Denmark. It was paid by the
people of Copenhagen to house
Bertel Thorvaldsen’s art and private collection and was designed
by his good friend Bindesbøl.
It was finished in 1848, four years
after Bertel Thorvaldsen’s death.
He is buried in the courtyard, surrounded by all his art.
In this beautiful neoclassical
museum, you can enjoy Thorvaldsen’s sculptures, in breath-taking
colourful surroundings. On the
first floor it is possible to see his
personal collection of bespoke
paintings from the Danish Golden
Age era, as well as his antique
collection.
Admission:
Adults 70 DKK; Student 50 DKK;
Under 18 free

Opening hours:
Tuesday-Sunday: 10-17
Monday: closed
Closed 24/12, 25/12, 31/12 og 1/1

V
VILLUM Window
Collection
Maskinvej 4, 2860 Søborg
+45 23 61 42 60
www.villumwindowcollection.com

VILLUM Window Collection is a
small museum that documents
the history and development of
the window. The museum is named
after civil engineer Villum Kann
Rasmussen, who founded the VKR
Group in 1941 and in the following
year invented the VELUX skylight.
VILLUM Window Collection presents the importance of the window for people’s access to light, air
and view through a three-dimensional and sensory exhibition.
A six-metre-long timeline conveys
the history and development of
windows and glass from the roof
and façade openings to contemporary, climate friendly windows.
A time tunnel lets you experience
the light coming through historic
windows, and an array of different
windows and artefacts can be
seen, touched, operated and
experienced in detail in thematic
sections of the museum. One of the
main features of the exhibition is a
warehouse wall with a large portion of the more than 300 historic
windows dating from 17th century
that VILLUM Window Collection
possesses.

“Wall of Windows from The
Brooking” – a unique wall with 68
historical, English windows. The
wall is designed by starchitect
Rem Koolhaas with windows from
architectural historian Charles
Brooking’s collection of building
components.
Admission:
Free
Opening hours:
April-September: Tuesday &
Thursday: 10-16
October-March: Tuesday: 10-16,
Thursday: 10-19
July closed.

In 2018, VILLUM Window Collection opened the special exhibition
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Kyung-Jin Cho, Swing Jam,
28 sep – 22 dec, 2019.

Wanås Konst - The Wanås
Foundation
289 90 Knislinge
+46 442 53 15 68
www.wanaskonst.se

Kid Friendly
The sculpture park
A perfect excursion for families and
art lovers alike, just 1,5 hours from
Copenhagen, located in a beech
forest next to a 15th c castle, and
it is open daily in the high season.
Collection with 70 permanent works,
installed outside in the landscape
and in historic buildings. Works
by artists such as Igshaan Adams,
Nathalie Djurberg & Hans Berg, William Forsythe, Ann Hamilton, Jenny
Holzer, Yoko Ono and Robert Wilson
et al. The sculpture park is explored
on foot, a visit including the Art Gallery, takes from 2,5h to 4h, special
walks and activities are available
depending on program and season.
Shop & Deli in the Art Gallery and
on-site restaurant and hotel.
Special exhibitions
Not a Single Story II, on place,
history and identity, with: Latifa
Echakhch, Peter Geschwind & Gunilla Klingberg, Lungiswa Gqunta,
Lubaina Himid, Marcia Kure, Santiago Mostyn, Anike Joyce Sadiq.
Until Nov. 3.
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Admission:
Adults 150 SEK; Under 18 free;
Students/Seniors 130 SEK.
Opening hours:
May-September: 10-17
October: Tuesday-Sunday 11-16
Fall break: October 28-November
1 11-16

West Rampart Experience
Center, The Ejby Bunker
Jyllingevej 303, 2610 Rødovre
+45 36 37 98 31
www.vestvolden.dk

Kid Friendly
Explore the labyrinth-like hallways
of the Ejby Bunker, while you
experience our interactive exhibits.
Learn about the exciting history of
the bunker, the Western Rampart
and the fortifications of Copenhagen.
Hunt the Cold War spy or try to
prevent World War III from breaking out in the mission: Cold War
game or test your knowledge of
the fortifications of Copenhagen
with the engineer, dig the ramparts
with the navies or test your physical abilities as a bicycle soldier.
The Bunker was built as the headquarters for the aerial defence of
Copenhagen early in the Cold War.
In various capacities it was used by
the Danish Defence up until 2004.
On Saturday and Sunday June
15 and 16, The Western Rampart
Center (Oplevelsescenter Vest
volden) is hosting Denmark’s
largest historical re-enactment
festival. Join several hundred reenactors from 2000 year of military
history and thousands of spectators. The festival is free to attend.

Admission:
Adults 50 DKK; Children (4-15)
30 DKK
Opening hours:
Saturday-Sunday: 11-16
Holidays: closed

Willumsen’s Museum
Jenriksvej 4, 3600 Frederikssund
+45 47 31 07 73
www.jfwillumsensmuseum.dk

Kid Friendly
Welcome to Willumsen’s Museum.
A colour-saturated art break in
the midst of beautiful nature and
fantastic architecture. Explore the
colourful and imaginative works of
Willumsen, join us in the creative
workshop, enjoy a cup of hot cocoa in the café - or bring it along
for a stroll in the park.
“Willumsen’s World”: In 1891 Willumsen’s simple, symbolic portrayal
of his pregnant wife in the etching
“Fertility” outraged the Danish art

audience, who nevertheless stood
in line to see the scandalous work.
Willumsen has divided opinions
with his visually brash and often
flamboyant figurative art ever
since.
“Time and again”: One of Denmark’s great sculptors, Jørgen
Haugen Sørensen, is invited to
engage in dialogue with Willumsen’s monumental work “The Great
Relief” as well as a selection of the
artist’s main works. Life, death,
love and suffering are the main
focus of the exhibition’s works.
Admission:
Adults 70 DKK; Under 18 free
Opening hours:
Tuesday-Sunday: 10–17
1st Wednesday of the month:
10–20
Monday: closed
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Sealand
1. Elsinore
The Øresund Aquarium
(Øresundsakvariet)

7. Greve
Greve Museum
Mosede Fort, Denmark 1914-18

The Danish Museum of
Science and Technology
(Danmarks Tekniske Museum)

8. Køge
KØS Museum of Art in Public
Spaces, (KØS Museum for kunst
I det offentlige rum)

Mosegarden,
(Furesø Museums)

9. Rødovre
Heerup Museum

Kronborg Castle (Kronborg Slot)

The West Rampart Experience Center (Oplevelsescenter
Vestvolden)

M/S Maritime Museum of Denmark
(M/S Museet for Søfart)
2. Rudolph tegners Museum
& Statuepark, Dronningmølle
3. Louisiana, Humlebæk
4. Hillerød
Æbelholt Monastery Museum
(Æbelholt Klostermuseum)
– Museum Nordsjælland
The Museum of National History
at Frederiksborg Castle
(Det Nationalhistoriske Museum
på Frederiksborg Slot)
Hillerød City Museum & Graphic
Museum (Hillerød Bymuseum
& Grafisk Museum)
– Museum Nordsjælland
The Power Station (Elværket)
– Museum Nordsjælland
5. Gilleleje
The Lighthouse Museum
(Fyrhistorisk Museum på
Nakkehoved Fyr)
– Museum Nordsjælland
6. Holte
Mosegaarden – Furesø
Museums, Holte
The Vedbæk Finds (Vedbækfundene)
– Rudersdal Museums

South Sweden
22. Malmö Konsthall
23. Malmö Museer
24. Moderna Museet Malmö
25. The Wanås Foundation
– Wanås Konst

10. Hørsholm
Hørsholm Museum of Local History
(Hørsholm Egns Museum)
– Museum Nordsjælland
11. Roskilde
Viking Ship Museum
(Vikingeskibsmuseet)
12. National Aquarium Denmark,
(Den Blå Planet)
13. The House of Knud Rasmussen
(Knud Rasmussens Hus)
14. The Karen Blixen Museum
(Karen Blixen Museet)
15. J.F. Willumsens Museum
16. Danish Immigration Museum
(Immigrantmuseet)
– Furesø Museums
17. The Circus Museum
(Cirkusmuseet)
18. Ballerup Museum
19. Kroppedal Museum
20. Munkeruphus
21. VILLUM Window Collection
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Copenhagen
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1. The Cathedral Museum
(Domkirkens Museum –
Vor Frue Kirke)
2. The Danish Police Museum
(Politimuseet)
3. The Danish Scout Museum
4. The David Collection
5. Designmuseum Danmark
6. DieselHouse
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7. The Hirschsprung Collection
(Den Hirschsprungske Samling)

12. The museum in Heerings Gaard
(Bank- og Sparekassemuseet)

8. Medical Museion
(Medicinsk Museion)

13. The Workers’ Museum
(Arbejdermuseet)

9. North Atlantic House

14. Rosenborg castle

10. The Royal Cast Collection
(Den Kongelige Afstøbnings
samling)

15. Amalienborg

11. SMK – National Gallery
of Denmark (SMK – Statens
Museum for Kunst)

16. Museum of Natural Medicine

Copenhagen Cultural District
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1. Thorvaldsens Museum
2. The Danish National Archives
(Rigsarkivet)
3. The Theatre Museum at the
Court Theatre (Teatermuseet
i Hofteatret)

6. Danish Architecture Centre
(DAC)
7. National Museum of Denmark
(Nationalmuseet)

4. The Black Diamond – The Royal
Library (Den Sorte Diamant
– Det Kgl. Bibliotek)
5. Ny Carlsberg Glyptotek
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Frederiksberg
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1. The Cisterns
(Cisternerne)
2. Copenhagen Zoo
(Zoologisk Have)
3. Alhambra - museum for humor
and satire
(Revymuseet)
4. Storm P. Museum
5. Bakkehuset
6. The Danish Music Museum
(Musikmuseet)
– National Museum of Denmark
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Visit the exhibition “It is not the end of the world” in the
Cisterns by the Danish artist collective SUPERFLEX.
Photo: Torben Eskerud.
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